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~ 1 ~

Chapter One

Mat t h ew Za jac  l ay  in his bed in his room 
at the top of the stairs. He was surrounded by 
library books: Magnetic North, Into the Ice, Journey to 
the Farthest North, and Animals of the Arctic. He 
opened Animals of the Arctic at a double-page spread 
of the Arctic wolf. The white wolf was cut in half 
by the crease between the pages. Matthew smoothed 
his hands down over the animal’s golden eyes,  
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~ 2 ~

its rough fur. The Arctic wolf lives in the boreal forests, 
Matthew read. As the frozen ground prevents the 
Arctic wolf from digging a den, it typically makes its 
home in a cave.

He glanced up through the window above his 
bed, at the starless sky outside. The moon was full, 
and he could see rows of triangular rooftops, 
belonging to all the other houses just like his. In 
the night skies of the Arctic, you could see the 
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~ 3 ~

northern lights  – clouds of pink and green and 
purple light that had come all the way from the 
sun, spiralling like the patterns on a shell. Matthew 
rolled onto his side and opened Magnetic North. 
When he read about the Arctic, it was like entering 
another world. 

He turned to a picture of wide grassy plains at 
the foot of a range of snow-capped mountains. The 
picture was labelled Arctic tundra in the summertime. 
Matthew ran his fingers over the words. Arctic 
winters are long and cold, while summers are short and 
cool. The average Arctic winter is minus thirty-four 
degrees. 

He lay back on his pillow. The northernmost 
point on the Earth was the North Pole  – a place 
separate to the grassy plains, the mountains and 
forests of the Arctic. The North Pole was a land 
made only of ice, which floated on the Arctic sea. 
Water that you could walk on! A land that never 
stopped moving! 
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~ 4 ~

Matthew put down his books and switched off 
his reading lamp. Downstairs, he could hear his 
parents talking about him.

It’s because you let Matthew … You don’t make him … 
But I have tried to make him … If there was some 

way, don’t you think I’d f ind it? 
Their anxious voices rose and fell in waves. How 

many nights had he fallen asleep to the sound? 
Matthew squeezed his eyes shut tight and saw 

the Arctic tundra filled with poppies and cotton 
grass and bearberries. He watched as the summer 
skies darkened and the snows began to fall, covering 
the trees of the boreal forests, the tall and jagged 
mountains.

When winter was at its coldest, minus-forty 
degrees in the North Pole, he would sleep. 

He was woken that night by tapping at the window. 
Matthew rubbed his eyes and sat up in his bed. Tap 
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~ 5 ~

tap tap. He wiped the foggy glass with his hand and 
saw a bird on the ledge outside. A black bird. A crow. 

What was a bird doing here in the middle of the 
night? Tap tap tap. The bird was tapping at the 
glass with its beak. Did it want to come inside? 
Was it cold? Matthew opened the window. 
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~ 6 ~

‘At last!’ the bird said. 
Matthew shook his head. Was he dreaming?
The bird said, ‘I didn’t think you were ever going 

to open the window.’ 
Matthew couldn’t speak. What was happening?
‘Matthew?’
‘Wh, wh …’ Was he really trying to talk to a 

bird? 
‘I am Lewis. Lewis Carmichael,’ said the bird.
‘L … Lewis?’ 
‘We met today. You shared your cake with me. 

You remember me, don’t you?’
Matthew did remember. The bird from the park. 

The bird with the broken wing. 
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~ 7 ~

Chapter Two

e a r l i e r  t h at  d ay ,  Matthew’s mother had 
been waiting for him as he’d come down the stairs 
for breakfast, as usual. She’d been standing at the 
stove. ‘Good morning,’ she’d said. ‘Hungry?’

‘Need your strength, son. Growing boys need to 
eat,’ his father had said, buttering toast at the 
kitchen table. 

‘What would you like to do today, Matthew?’ his 
mother asked.
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~ 8 ~

Matthew had shrugged, seen his mother glance 
at his father. 

‘Why don’t you take your bike to the park and 
get some fresh air?’ his father asked. ‘There might 
be someone down there for you to play with. You 
know, kick the ball around?’

‘Yes, Dad.’
‘I’ll pack some muffins,’ his mother said, her 

smile hopeful.
Matthew had listened to the creak of his bicycle 

wheels as he’d pedalled down the road to the park. 
If only a sister would come along, or a brother, he 
thought, pushing down on the pedals. Someone else 
to give his parents what they wanted. His bike 
bumped unsteadily over a pothole and he frowned. 
Matthew wobbled when he rode too slowly. That 
would drive his father crazy. Get some speed up, son! 
Come on, Matt! Straighten her up. 

When he came to the park, Matthew had leaned 
his bike against the bench, taken his backpack off, 
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~ 9 ~

and sat. In the distance, he saw Mariel and Lee 
and Adam coming up from the slope that led to 
the river. They were in his class, and he often saw 
them together at school. He wondered what they 
did down there by the river. You weren’t allowed; 
the school said it wasn’t safe. His parents said it 
too. But Mariel and Lee and Adam were always 
going there. They seemed to be searching for things, 
and they were often muddy, climbing the rocks, the 
trees; looking up-close at things they found. Mariel 
carried a bucket. What went into it? Matthew 
wondered. 

Taking the book he’d brought with him, Journey 
to the Farthest North, from his pack, Matthew turned 
to a picture of a sailing ship with a woman at the 
helm. She was wearing a heavy padded coat with a 
hood and was looking through binoculars, out to 
sea. Matthew read the words underneath the picture: 
Dr Juliana Rossi travels to the North Pole. 

‘Dr Juliana Rossi,’ Matthew whispered. 
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~ 10 ~

He looked up and noticed Mariel watching him, 
felt his face turn hot. Why was she looking? Lee 
too. What did they want? 

Matthew returned to his book. Dr Juliana Rossi 
has given us a new understanding of the Arctic with 
her magnificent pictures. He turned the page and saw 
a flock of snow geese in migration. Snow geese 
migrate in large numbers, for over three thousand miles, 
to warmer shores, he read. 
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~ 11 ~

At that moment, Matthew glanced up and was 
surprised to see a black crow sitting on the back of 
the bench beside him, as if it too was looking at the 
pages of Journey to the Farthest North. 

‘Hello,’ said Matthew. 
The bird hopped from the back of the bench to 

the seat, and then onto the ground. As it pecked at 
the dirt Matthew noticed that one of its wings 
dragged, like it might be broken. He pulled the 
apple muffin his mother had made for him from 
his pack, tore it in half and tossed one half to the 
ground. The bird looked at him, its head angled 
quizzically, then came closer, pecking at the muffin. 

Matthew looked up to the monkey bars, where a 
group of kids were swinging from the parallel ladder, 
climbing the knot ropes, somersaulting over the 
rails. He turned back to the picture of Dr Juliana 
Rossi, binoculars in hand, in Journey to the Farthest 
North. What was it in Matthew’s body that stopped 
him swinging and somersaulting and climbing with 
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~ 13 ~

the others? Why could they do it, and not him? He 
looked down at the black crow bobbing about 
around the bench. It had eaten all of the muffin. 

‘More?’ Matthew asked, under his breath. 
The bird’s eyes glinted. 
Matthew had thrown the bird the second half of 

his apple muffin and stood up. ‘I’d better be going,’ 
he said. 

As much as his parents wanted him to improve 
his physical skills, they grew worried if he was gone 
too long. 
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~ 14 ~

Chapter Three

 
Now, Mat t hew frowNed at the black bird 
from the park sitting on his window ledge. Though 
he remembered the bird, he would never have 
believed it could speak. Was he hearing things? 

‘I do remember, yes … but …’
‘But what?’
‘Birds can’t talk.’ 
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~ 15 ~

‘Can’t they?’ said the bird. ‘Well, I am a bird and 
I’m talking to you.’

‘Yes … but …’
‘Matthew, look up.’ The bird hopped around, 

lifted its beak to the sky. ‘Up there.’ 
Matthew leaned out of his window. There in the 

sky was an enormous balloon, as big as a house, it 
seemed to Matthew. Its colours were glowing so 
brightly that it was as if the moon itself was caught 
inside the balloon. Orange, green, pink, yellow, blue, 
purple – great glowing vertical stripes. The balloon 
was attached to a large wicker basket, which was 
sitting on Matthew’s roof. 

 ‘Am I dreaming?’ he said out loud. Who was he 
asking? Was he asking the bird? 

‘No, of course not.’ The bird gave him a short, 
hard peck on the arm. 

‘Ouch!’
‘You felt that?’ said the bird.
‘Yes … yes …’ Matthew rubbed his arm.
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~ 16 ~

‘You wouldn’t feel it in a dream, would you?’
Matthew didn’t know. He was confused. What 

was happening?
‘You showed me your book today, and I thought 

you might like to go on an adventure. The way your 
scientist did. Your Dr Juliana Rossi. A Journey to the 
Farthest North.’ 

‘That’s where you want to go?’ 
‘Don’t you?’ 
‘But it’s impossible.’ 
‘Why do you say that?’
‘The North Pole is six thousand, nine hundred 

and twenty-two nautical miles from here.’ 
‘Two days in the balloon, by my calculations,’ said 

the bird.
Two days to fly by balloon to the North Pole? 

Not possible. Matthew leaned out the window. The 
cold hit his face, burning his nose and cheeks, 
cutting through the fabric of his pyjama top. The 
balloon swayed in the sky. 
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~ 17 ~

‘Come on,’ said the bird. ‘We need some nautical 
miles underway before dawn.’ The balloon tugged 
on its ropes and the wicker basket moved across the 
roof. 

Matthew rubbed his eyes. 
‘Matthew, my name is Lewis Carmichael, and I 

have found us a way to travel to the Arctic. Come 
on.’ The bird sounded frustrated. 

Matthew thought, If I am dreaming, what does 
it matter if I say yes to the bird?

‘You want to see it, don’t you? The North Pole? 
Reindeer? Polar bears? All that?’

‘Yes … but …’ 
‘But what, Matthew? Boreas is waiting!’
‘Boreas … ?’
‘The North Wind!’ 
Matthew thought of the boreal forests in his 

books, home of the Arctic wolf. Boreal – northern.
‘Matthew! Let’s go!’
The basket lifted a little way off the roof and 
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~ 18 ~

then landed again. It was slowly being dragged to 
the edge. 

‘This is it, Matthew. Everything we need is on 
board. Hurry …’ 

Matthew took a deep breath, put his foot out of 
the window, onto the roof, and pulled himself 
through. The tiles felt rough under his bare feet. He 
took a step and one of them wobbled. If this was a 
dream it would be easy, wouldn’t it? thought 
Matthew. But nothing was ever easy for him, it 
seemed, even dreams. 

‘Matthew, we need to get across the roof before 
the balloon is pulled too far!’

‘All right!’ Matthew called back. The wind 
whipped at his hair and his eyes as he took another 
step. He was very high up. At school, in the gym, 
he’d been the only one to refuse the climbing wall. 
When he’d tried to cross the swinging bridge, a 
teacher had to help him return to the starting 
platform. 
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~ 19 ~

‘Keep moving, Matthew,’ the bird said. Its wing 
dragged, almost touching the tiles, as it hopped 
unevenly along beside him towards the chimney. 
When Matthew looked down, he saw his street and 
the streetlamps and the road. It was a long way to 
the ground. He turned to his window. Still open. 
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~ 20 ~

He could just go back, pull down the glass. Climb 
under his blankets. 

The bird was ahead of him now, almost at the 
balloon. Matthew put out his arms and took another 
step. His heart was racing, and he was freezing. But 
he kept going, step after step, until at last he reached 
the basket. He grabbed its rim and felt it move 
forward as the balloon pulled on the ropes. 

‘Can you help me into the basket?’ the bird asked 
him. 

Matthew bent down and placed his hands 
carefully over the bird’s back. As he lifted it into 
the basket, he was surprised to feel its body firm 
and alive underneath stiff, gleaming feathers. How 
strange it all was. A bird in his hands, a balloon on 
his roof. Yet things felt more real, here, not less. 
He placed the bird on the floor of the basket. At 
that moment, the balloon slid further across the 
roof. 

‘Quick, Matthew, climb in. Quick!’
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~ 21 ~

Just as a huge gust of wind knocked the basket 
over the side of the roof, Matthew toppled in, 
almost landing on top of the bird. They were off 
the roof. 
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~ 22 ~

Chapter Four

‘Now w h at? ’  Mat t h ew said to the bird. He 
felt dizzy as he looked over the side of the basket. 
He could see the park in the moonlight, the 
glistening river. Even though he was out in the cold 
night air, wearing only his pyjamas, it was warm 
inside the basket; he hadn’t expected that. 

‘Now we need to fly her above the thermals!’
‘The thermals? How do we do that?’ Matthew 
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~ 23 ~

gripped the side of the basket as the balloon swayed.
The bird hopped across the floor. ‘See here, the 

gas tank?’ Matthew saw a cylindrical tank on the 
centre of the basket floor, beneath the opening to 
the balloon above. The tank was just like the ones 
attached to the barbeque at home. 

‘I don’t know what to do with that,’ said Matthew, 
aghast. 

‘The balloon won’t fly itself, Matthew! We need 
to release gas into the balloon, using the gas burner, 
to heat the air, to lift us to Boreas.’

‘Boreas?’
‘Yes! The North Wind, remember?’ 
‘Oh … Boreas … yes.’ Matthew did remember. He 

crossed the basket to the gas cylinder. At the top 
was a lever, with Open written on one side and 
Closed on the other. In the air above it, attached to 
the gas cylinder by a shiny silver tube, was a metal 
ring – the gas burner. It looked similar to the ones 
on the stove in his kitchen. 
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~ 24 ~

Matthew was knocked to the ground as 
another burst of wind buffeted the balloon. Then 
he saw that not only was the balloon being hurled 
about, but it was sinking too – it would soon be 
on the street outside his house. Was that what he 
wanted? 

‘Quick, Matthew. Three seconds of the gas. No 
more, no less. Three seconds. Hurry!’ 

Matthew could hardly think. He felt sick as the 
basket swung through the air. 

‘Matthew, hurry!’ 
Matthew stepped up, took the lever in his hands, 

and turned it to the left as hard as he could. Open. 
A great hot noisy blast of gas shot into the balloon 
from the gas burner above him, lit like a giant pilot 
light. Matthew was thrown back by the heat. No 
wonder the basket was so warm, underneath a 
balloon full of heated air! 

It was more than three seconds, Matthew was 
sure, before he leapt back up, a hand shielding his 
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~ 25 ~

face, and turned off the lever. The balloon continued 
to sink.

‘We’re still going down, Lewis!’ he shouted. Any 
second now they would hit the concrete!

‘It’s all in the timing,’ the bird called back. ‘Just 
wait a little longer …’ 

Suddenly the balloon pulled upwards. Matthew 
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~ 26 ~

was again knocked, dazed, onto the basket’s floor 
beside the bird. 

‘Good work!’ said Lewis Carmichael. 
Matthew clambered to his feet, stunned. He had 

done it!
The bird hopped to the basket’s edge. ‘Matthew, 

take a look at this.’
Matthew saw that there was a dial connected to 

one of the four poles joining the basket to the 
balloon. 

‘You see, the needle will point to either Falling or 
Rising. Between the two, as you can see, is Boreas. 
We need to work towards keeping the needle pointed 
to Boreas as much of the time as possible,’ said Lewis.

‘The North Wind.’
‘Yes. Boreas will take us all the way to the farthest 

north. The trick is staying with him. The balloon 
will inevitably rise too high, after you release the 
gas, then she will sink, and for a while we will ride 
Boreas before we fall beneath him again.’
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~ 27 ~

‘Which is when I release the gas.’
‘Exactly,’ said Lewis. ‘You learn fast.’
Matthew wasn’t sure that was true. 
As the balloon rose in the sky, Matthew looked 

around the wicker basket. On one side sat a large 
wooden chest with Supplies written across the lid. 

‘Open it,’ said the bird. 
Matthew pulled open the heavy wooden lid and 

took a blue coat with a padded silver lining from 
the top of the chest. ‘For me?’

‘Of course, for you! Who else? But you won’t 
need it until later.’ 

The bird was right: Matthew didn’t need the 
coat. Being in the balloon’s wicker basket was like 
being in a room with a fire burning  – only, the 
walls were invisible, and Matthew could see every 
light in the city.

‘See what other supplies there are,’ said the bird. 
Matthew looked in the trunk. He found brown 

boots up to his knees, lined with fur, and gloves 
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~ 28 ~

made from the same padded, shiny material as the 
coat. There were boxes marked Food and Water. 
There was a small gas stove similar to the one he 
had seen at Cubs  – Cubs had been his parents’ 
idea  – in the same box as dishes and cutlery, a 
frying pan and two tin pots, and a daypack a little 
like his own schoolbag. There was a second 
cylinder of gas, an enormous, padded silver blanket, 
and a small leather case. 
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~ 29 ~

When Matthew opened the case, he found a pair 
of black binoculars inside, attached to a black 
leather strap. He pulled the strap over his head, put 
the binoculars to his eyes, and looked up to the sky. 
The stars were suddenly so close he might be able 
to reach out and hold one in his hand. 

‘Dr Juliana Rossi,’ said the bird. 
‘Dr Matthew Zajac, don’t you mean?’ said 

Matthew, turning to the bird, the binoculars still 
over his eyes. He saw the close-up of a long black 
feather, a bright round eye.

‘Ha! Yes, yes,’ said the bird, hopping around on 
the floor of the basket. ‘Yes. Ha.’ And he clacked 
his beak: clack clack clack. ‘Dr Matthew Zajac.’ Clack 
clack. 

‘Do you want to see from up here?’ Matthew 
asked. 

‘Oh, yes! Yes please.’ 
Matthew crouched down and put out his arm, 

and Lewis Carmichael hopped up onto his shoulder. 
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~ 30 ~

They stood together, looking out. Beneath them 
were the lights of the town, cars on the road, houses, 
buildings … and above them, the night sky. The sky 
into which they were flying, higher and higher. 
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~ 31 ~

How endless and deep it was, with its shining moon, 
not caught inside the silken balloon after all, but up 
there in the sky. 

‘Beautiful, isn’t it?’ said Lewis. 
‘Very beautiful,’ Matthew answered. He felt calm. 

Perhaps it was the way the balloon floated, gently 
through the quiet sky, carrying Matthew and Lewis 
within its pocket of warmth. Perhaps it was the 
silver moon above. ‘How long will we be away?’ he 
asked dreamily. 

‘We have enough provisions, including fuel, for 
three days in the Arctic. That includes seeing the 
forests and plains, and hopefully the North Pole 
itself, if we land close enough. But, Matthew, you 
understand time travels differently there, don’t you?’ 

‘I do,’ Matthew answered. He knew that the 
North Pole was the only latitude without a time 
zone. There was no time there at all. Because every 
longitudinal line begins from it, the North Pole has no 
time zone … 
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‘Time won’t pass in the same way for us as it will 
for those at home,’ said Lewis.

Those at home. Matthew didn’t want to think 
about those at home. The noisy playground, the 
classroom, the teacher asking him questions. His 
parents talking about him downstairs, when they 
thought he was asleep. 

… He has to get out and make an effort. If he just 
had the confidence … 

If only he would try. Maybe more homework, extra 
tuition … 

At school, everyone else was faster, as if the 
answers in class were just sitting there, right at 
the top, waiting. It wasn’t like that for Matthew. 
He was too far away from the top. The answers 
flitted somewhere above him; it almost hurt to 
seek them. 

A brother would help, he was sure. Or a sister. 
Matthew’s parents didn’t speak about having another 
baby, but he was certain they’d been hoping for one. 
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And he hoped it for them. Someone who was more 
what they wanted. Not him. 

Matthew pressed the binoculars to his eyes again 
and saw a hazy band of stars, one impossible to tell 
from the other. The Milky Way. He lowered the 
binoculars. He belonged here – in a balloon heading 
for the Arctic. Matthew knew that the best place to 
see the stars was from the Arctic. Maybe he’d be 
lucky enough to see the northern lights – green and 
pink and purple, swirling there on the solar winds. 
He couldn’t wait. 

He rested his back against the basket and leaned 
out, tilting his face to the sky. There was the balloon 
high above them, the moon making it glow: moon-
pink and moon-orange and moon-purple. They 
were flying over the sea now, every ripple outlined 
in silver. That didn’t take long, thought Matthew. 

‘The balloon can move fast,’ said Lewis. It was 
as if the bird could hear his thoughts. Matthew 
liked having him there; liked the feeling of Lewis’s 
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claws through the fabric of his pyjamas. Hours 
could pass  – Matthew didn’t need for anything 
more to happen. He could drift across the silent 
sky, warm in the basket over the sea, the bird on 
his shoulder, forever. 

‘Time to check the dial!’ said the bird.
‘Oh … yes.’ The dial. Matthew crossed the basket 

and looked at the disc behind the glass. The needle 
pointed to Boreas  – they were riding the North 
Wind! He wondered why Lewis called it Boreas 
and not simply the North Wind. 

‘Boreas was the God of the North,’ said Lewis. 
‘Oh. What did he do?’
‘He was the god of winter. It was believed in 

ancient times that he brought the icy wind with his 
breath.’ 

‘But at school we learned the energy that makes 
wind begins with the sun.’

‘Yes. And icy wind comes when the sun heats the 
earth unevenly.’ 
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‘Isn’t that science?’ Matthew frowned.
‘Perhaps Boreas is one way of describing that 

science.’ 
‘Maybe both are true, then,’ said Matthew. ‘That 

the God of the North blows his icy breath, and 
that the sun heats the earth unevenly, to make 
him do it.’

‘You are clever, Matthew.’ 
Clever? Matthew didn’t know about that. He 

looked through the binoculars and saw a star 
shooting from one end of the sky to the other.

A great number of times during the night, Matthew 
released the gas into the throat of the balloon. He 
learned how far to stand from the heat. Learned 
to be prepared for it  – the roar of the flame. 
Learned how to work the lever, how to use his 
hands. Came to anticipate the moment they would 
need more gas. Well done, Matthew, Lewis would 
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say. Good flying. He would hop from Matthew’s 
shoulder onto the rim of the basket and back again. 
That’s the way. 

When Matthew began to yawn, Lewis told him 
to sleep. ‘Go on. Make a bed in the chest. There’s 
plenty of room. I’ll watch the dial and wake you 
when we need gas.’

‘Are you sure?’
‘Yes, I’m sure. Rest while you can.’
‘What about you? Won’t you need to sleep?’
‘All I need to do is close my eyes, really. I can 

sleep anywhere. Anywhere I know I won’t be eaten, 
that is.’ Lewis clacked his beak. ‘Go on, climb in. 
That blanket looks very inviting.’

‘All right, then.’ Matthew opened the chest, 
pushed aside the boxes and bottles, the second tank 
of gas, and climbed in. Lewis was right; there was 
plenty of room. And the insides of the box were 
made of padded leather, like the seats of a 
comfortable couch. Matthew snuggled into the 
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blanket, soft beneath him, soft around him, and 
watched the stars. 

Soon Matthew closed his eyes. He knew he 
could have asked Lewis how he came to fly the 
balloon onto the roof of his house. How he had 
known. But he hadn’t wanted to. If he asked, the 
dream might end. Matthew wasn’t ready to face 
that. If Lewis had arrived to take him to the Arctic 
in a balloon, then so be it. He would go. 
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Chapter Five

‘M at t h e w ,  wa k e  u p  …’ It was the bird. ‘It’s 
the nautical dawn.’ 

Matthew opened his eyes. The rising sun had 
turned the world to gold – the ocean and the land 
and the sky, all gold. He climbed out of the chest.

‘Isn’t it magical?’ said Lewis, from his shoulder. 
Matthew blinked as he took it in: the sun rising 

from the line of the horizon, radiating its golden 
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~ 41 ~

warmth. He felt lucky to see something so … magical, 
yes, Lewis had chosen the right word. But the sun 
rose every day. It was there for him to see every 
morning, if he chose – ordinary. 

‘Breakfast,’ said the bird. 
‘I’ll check the dial first,’ Matthew replied. The 

needle pointed to Falling, so he released three 
seconds of the gas, stepping back as the flame shot 
upwards.

‘Well done, Matthew. I might have missed that. 
All I can think of is my stomach!’

Matthew felt quietly pleased as he opened one 
of the boxes of food from the chest. He found oats, 
a jar of honey, a pot of yoghurt, sunflower seeds 
and pine nuts, sultanas, pepitas and strawberries. In 
another bag he found cheese and ham and eggs and 
butter and crackers. He pulled out the camp stove. 

‘We need gas for this,’ he said to Lewis.
‘Hmmm … but there’s no gas attached. What do 

you think we should do?’ the bird asked.
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When Matthew’s teacher asked him, What do 
you think, Matthew? he froze. Was that what was 
about to happen here with Lewis? 

‘Matthew, any ideas?’ The bird hopped about the 
base of the chest. ‘I’m starving, and I want something 
warm.’ 

Matthew closed his eyes and felt himself being 
rocked. The sea was beneath them, the sun above. 
He imagined himself travelling through a tunnel, 
twisting and turning, heading for a circle of light. 
‘We could see if there is a way to attach the stove to 
the main tank.’

‘Oh … oh yes, yes, good idea. Why didn’t I think 
of that?’ the bird said, hopping closer to the tank. 

Matthew took the stove over to the gas tank 
attached to the balloon and saw a small circular 
opening at the very bottom. He screwed the stove’s 
loose pipe into the opening and pushed a red button 
on the little stove. The ring on the stove jumped 
with a blue-and-orange flame.
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‘Lift off,’ said Lewis. 
Matthew could hardly believe it. He had done it. 

He had turned on the stove. He’d thought he 
couldn’t, and he could. 

Matthew put oats and water into one of the tin 
pots and placed it onto the stove. At home, his 
mother made him breakfast; he never made it for 
himself. Oats, water. Wooden spoon. Matthew sat 
cross-legged on the basket’s wooden floor and stirred 
the bubbling oats. A little spilled onto the stove and 
he glanced at Lewis, but the bird wasn’t watching. 
Matthew kept going: stirring, watching the oats pop 
and spurt. Like lava, he thought to himself. I bet the 
God of the North would like this for his breakfast. 

When it seemed ready, Matthew turned off the 
stove and spooned the porridge into two bowls. 
Then he added strawberries and honey. Honey 
dripped down the outside of the bowls. Lewis didn’t 
mention it. 

‘Seeds for me,’ said the bird. 
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‘Coming up,’ Matthew said, spreading sunflower 
seeds and pepitas over both bowls. The bird hopped 
down from his shoulder and pecked at his breakfast. 
Matthew ate too. The porridge tasted creamy and 
sweet. 
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‘What about tea?’ Lewis asked, when he had 
finished his bowl. 

‘Tea?’ Wasn’t tea for adults?
‘Yes, tea,’ said Lewis. ‘Who was it that said tea 

lifts the drinker to the realms of the gods? I drink 
it from takeaway cups in the park. Leftovers. You 
know, the last drops in the cup. But if I could have 
my own cup – what a treat …’

Matthew found tea leaves in the box. He boiled 
water in the second tin pot and added the leaves. 
Then he poured the dark brew into two cups and 
placed one of the cups before Lewis. Matthew 
stood cradling his tea. His belly felt warm and full. 
There was the sun casting the ocean in gold. He 
looked up at the balloon  – an enormous silent, 
floating friend above them. What could be better 
than this? he thought. 

‘We need to wash the dishes,’ said Lewis when 
his cup was empty. 
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‘Oh … I suppose you’re right, but how?’
‘How? The same way dishes have been washed 

since the beginning of time. How do you think? A 
sponge. A little soap and warm water …’ 

Matthew heated more water in the pot, found a 
sponge and cleaned the dishes, the bird pecking at 
the fallen seeds, claws scratching at the wooden 
floor of the basket. When he was at home, Matthew 
helped his father dry the dishes; his parents wanted 
him to contribute. But this was different. There was 
nobody else to do the dishes except him. It was up 
to him. 

The first day on board the balloon passed quickly: 
organising the supplies, preparing food, flying 
the craft. Matthew came to know, without 
needing to see the dial, when Boreas, God of the 
North, was carrying the balloon; when they had 
fallen beneath him; and when they were riding 
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above. Matthew released the gas when it was 
needed, for three seconds each time, and the 
balloon flew on. 

They were sitting on the supplies chest drinking 
tea when Lewis asked him, ‘Why the Arctic, 
Matthew?’

Matthew shrugged. 
‘Matthew?’ 
‘I don’t know.’ 
‘But you must have ideas about why.’ Lewis 

pecked at the pepita seeds Matthew had scattered 
for him over the lid of the chest. 

‘No … I don’t know.’ 
‘Matthew, we have six thousand, nine hundred 

and twenty-two nautical miles to cover. Please, tell 
me, why the Arctic? Please try to find the words. If 
I, a humble crow, can find words, then you, a clever 
schoolboy, surely can. Why the Arctic? You know 
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it ’s cold, right?’ He dipped his beak into his tea. 
‘Seriously cold. And dangerous.’ He broke a seed 
into two. ‘Have you ever seen the tusk of a walrus? 
Those things grow to a hundred centimetres! And 
sharp!’ 

‘I think … it’s … there’s a lot of … space … in the 
Arctic,’ said Matthew. How pathetic his answer 
must sound. 

But Lewis didn’t seem to think it was a pathetic 
answer. ‘Oh, yes, yes, that I can understand. The 
need for space.’ He dipped his beak into his  
cup and drank. ‘So little of it in town. Yes. Well,  
the Arctic will give us plenty of space. There’s 
nobody at all in the North Pole. Uninhabitable, I 
hear. Except for the Arctic foxes. A crow’s 
nightmare.’ 

‘It’s … the Arctic is …’
‘Yes?’ 
‘Wild.’ 
‘Yes. Yes. I see.’ 
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‘It’s … secret.’
‘Oh really? How exciting.’ 
Exciting. Matthew liked that. The Arctic: full of 

space; secret and wild. All his words. And exciting – 
Lewis’s word. He liked them all. 

‘Have you told anyone about it?’ Lewis asked him.
‘About what?’
‘The Arctic. Have your shared your interest?’
Matthew shrugged again.
‘Matthew?’
‘No.’
‘Why not?’
‘I don’t know.’
‘Come on. You must know. Why?’ 
Finding words for things was difficult. There 

were so many to choose from. All the possibilities. 
It was easier to keep quiet. But Lewis Carmichael 
wasn’t letting him do that. ‘Matthew?’

‘It’s … it’s not part of … of everything else. It’s 
separate.’ 
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‘Oh, I see. I see, yes. Yours. Of course. How 
wonderful. The secret Arctic. Your very own.’

‘Yes.’ 
‘Only, now you are sharing it.’ 
Matthew frowned. ‘Who with?’ 
Lewis clacked his beak. ‘Who with? Who with? 

With me, Matthew! Your friend, Lewis Carmichael!’ 
Matthew laughed. ‘Oh, yes!’ 

By lunchtime the sky was dark-grey, and it was 
growing colder. Matthew’s nose felt icy when he 
stood at the basket ’s edge. If Lewis was on 
Matthew’s shoulder at the time, the tips of his 
feathers would turn white with ice. The four poles 
attaching the basket to the balloon were all covered 
in ice too, and when he looked over the side, 
Matthew saw grassy plains and forests between 
more and more patches of snow  – it was almost 
winter here. Still, the basket itself remained cosy 
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beneath the balloon. It was as if a spell had been 
cast: the whole world outside of the basket was 
turning to ice, while Matthew and Lewis remained 
protected within invisible walls. 
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Chapter 6

l at e  i N  t h e  afternoon, Matthew saw shapes 
moving through the sky. He put the binoculars to 
his eyes and saw a great flock of birds, wings 
outstretched, flying towards them. ‘Snow geese,’ 
said Matthew, recognising the birds from his 
books. 

Moments later, the white geese had encircled 
the balloon. Matthew felt the breeze from the 
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beat of their wings across his face. They were 
flying so close he could have reached out and 
touched them. 

‘Put me on the edge of the basket, Matthew,’ said 
Lewis.

Matthew turned to his friend. ‘It ’s not safe, 
Lewis …’ 

‘Put me on the edge, please.’
‘But what if you fell?’
‘I have taken care of myself a long time, Matthew. 

Please put me on the edge of the basket.’ There’d 
been a change in Lewis’s tone. It was serious. Cold. 
‘Longer than you have been alive.’

‘But …’
‘Matthew!’ 
Matthew did as the bird asked. 
Lewis perched, quite still, on the edge of the 

basket, watching the geese. The flock circled  
the balloon for several minutes and then swept 
away, continuing in the opposite direction to the 
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balloon, spread across the sky in a giant V-formation. 
Lewis remained on the rim of the basket, his 

feathers black against the pale sky, his back hunched. 
He didn’t speak to Matthew, or encourage him, or 
peck at the floor looking for stray seeds. He didn’t 
ask for more tea. He sat without moving, one wing 
extended, looking out.

‘Lewis?’
‘What?’ Lewis kept his gaze on the sky. 
‘What happened to your wing?’ 
‘Oh … that.’
‘Yes, what happened?’
‘Nothing much, really …’
‘What?’
‘I fell.’
‘When?’
‘Not long after I hatched. I fell trying to fly. The 

first time, actually. The only time.’
‘Oh,’ said Matthew. 
‘Yes, it happens.’ Lewis half-lifted the extended 
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wing, so that Matthew could see a white quill at 
the base of each feather. ‘I landed badly.’

Matthew thought about the myna birds that 
built their nests in the trees around his letterbox: 
the way the parent birds taught the babies to fly 
every spring. The young birds would land in the 
grass, stumbling, trying again, avoiding the cats and 
cars and foxes as best they could. 

Lewis went on: ‘At first I thought I wouldn’t 
survive – my wing hurt me terribly. I was lying on 
my back in the gutter beside the path, and I thought 
if I allowed my eyes to close, I would never open 
them again. Then I saw, from the corner of my eye, 
a strawberry plant growing by the fence  – and, 
peeking through its leaves, a strawberry. I thought, I 
want that strawberry. And so, somehow, I turned 
myself over, got myself out of the gutter and pecked 
the strawberry from its stem.’ The bird looked up at 
Matthew. ‘That was it. I had to survive.’ 

‘And?’
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‘And what?
‘How did you survive?’
Lewis ruffled his feathers. ‘My parents had given 

up by then; birds are tough that way. I learned to 
be resourceful. To take shelter where I could. To 
hide. To find food. I stayed close to the world of 
people. I do better there. Not your untamed 
wilderness for me. Far too dangerous.’ 

Matthew nodded. ‘I can imagine.’ 
‘More crumbs in the human world, too. More 

cake. More food all round. Speaking of which, 
are there any more of those seeds for me in that 
chest?’

‘Of course.’ Matthew passed Lewis a handful of 
seeds. He liked to listen to the sharp crack as the 
crow pecked the seeds in half. How clever and 
determined Lewis Carmichael was, able to survive 
the way he had – how brave. 
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Matthew had the sense that they were moving 
faster and faster through the sky  – flying in fast-
motion, the way he’d imagined the seasons turning 
in the Arctic as he was falling asleep at home. 
When the clouds thinned enough, Matthew caught 
glimpses of sea, then land, then sea again. 

That night, the winds became very rough. 
Lightning flashed, thunder rolled, and rain drenched 
the outsides of the basket. 

‘Lewis, are you all right?’ Matthew called to his 
friend. By now the bird spent most of his time on 
Matthew’s shoulder. 

‘Feathers!’ the bird called back, as the balloon 
swung about. ‘The best insulation there is!’ 

When Matthew needed to release the gas jet, 
the flame’s fiery blast was reassuring. The wind 
roared, as if Boreas was furious. Matthew was glad 
they were not trying to fly against him. 

As Matthew flew the balloon, he forgot that he 
was in a dream, that it couldn’t possibly be real, that 
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~ 60 ~

he would soon wake. He was too busy  – and at 
times, too anxious. He had to check the dial and 
work the gas, and keep himself and Lewis fed. The 
bird demanded endless cups of tea. It seemed as if 
Matthew was always hooking up the stove, boiling 
the water. Minding it didn’t slosh over the sides of 
the tin pot when Boreas blew. 
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